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ON THE CRITICAL DEGREE OF DIFFERENTIABILITY

OF A COMPLEX PLANAR CURVE

BY

JOSEPH BECKER1

Abstract. An example of a pair of complex analytic curves in C2 is given which

have the same characteristic pairs but which do not have the same critical degree of

differentiability.

In the theory of planar curves, the characteristic pairs play an important role.

From them one can compute the multiplicity sequence, length of the conductor, the

fundamental group of the complement, the Milnor number, etc. It has long been

desired to find an analytic invariant of complex analytic planar curves which

cannot be computed from the characteristic pairs. One such invariant [2], [20] is the

length of 0/y, where J = (fx,fy) is the ideal in QJx.y]] generated by the partial

derivatives of the defining equation of the curve. I give here a different invariant

using differentiable functions.

Let V be the germ of a complex analytic set in C, p G V, and &p(V), Qp(V),

and Ck(V) the germs of holomorphic, weakly holomorphic, and k times continu-

ously differentiable functions on V. By [11], there exists k such that Cp(V) n

&P(V) = 6p(V), that is, every weakly holomorphic function on V which has an

extension to the ambient space in a neighborhood of p which is k times continu-

ously differentiable has an extension which is holomorphic. Let « be the minimal

such k. It is clear that « is preserved by analytic change of coordinates. For V

irreducible atp, V is regular if and only if k = 0.

In §§1-5, we investigate the properties of « for irreducible curves in C2. In §§1

and 3 we consider curves with just one characteristic pair (p, q) and recall [3]

q — 1 < te < [p(q — 2)/q] + 1, that the maximal value of k is attained for the

curve Zp = W, and that this value may also be attained for curves with char pair

(p, q) which are not analytically equivalent to Zp = Wq (in contrast with 1(6 /J),

where the maximum is attained only at the special curve [20]). In §§3 and 4 we give

an example of two curves with the same characteristic pah but different «. In

particular, for i->(z4, r9), « = 5, but for t^>(t4, t9 + r10), « = 3. In general it

seems difficult to characterize « in terms of any known invariant of the curve.

However for low values of «, this is quite easy: « > 2 if and only if the multiplicity

of V is > 3.
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Associated to any Puiseux expansion of a complex curve If is a monomial space

curve V such that W is the generic projection of V, e.g. to (tq, tp + ctr), q < p < r,

we have the corresponding curve (tq, tp, tr). It is natural to try to relate the critical

degree «( V) and k(tt( V)), where tr is a generic projection. (There is a relationship

[14] for the length of jacobian ideal, e.g. this length is minimized at the monomial

curve.) In §6 we will show that one can derive a relation between «(F) and k(tt(V))

under certain conditions, but that does not shed any light on the previously

mentioned example (t4, t9 + z10).

1. We begin by recalling some results from [3] without proof. The germ at the

origin of any irreducible analytic curve V in C2 can be normalized by a map

9(t) = (tq, tpu(t)), where p > q, q does not divide p, and u(t) is a holomorphic

function with «(0) » 1. If V is singular at the origin, that is if q > 2, then p and q

are invariant under biholomorphic change of coordinates. In this section we will

restrict our attention to the case where p and q are relatively prime.

Let A = [p(q — l)/q], where [x] is the largest integer which is less than or equal

to x. Notice thatp — 2 > N > q — 1.

Lemma. /// G 0 ( V) there are unique constants b^ such that

(i = l    v-0

Furthermore b^ = 0 if pp + qv < qN.

Corollary 1. wq~ x/z is the most differentiable element of 0 - 0.

We now recall some results on the extension of weakly holomorphic functions on

the curve to differentiable functions on the ambient space. Let Ck( V) denote the

algebra of complex valued functions on V which have a k times continuously

differentiable extension to the ambient space. Let 0 ( V) be the algebra of complex

valued functions on V which have a holomorphic extension to the ambient space.

Let 0 ( V) be the algebra of continuous complex valued functions on V which are

holomorphic at each regular point. Let « be the smallest integer k such that

ck(V)n ë(V) = 0(F).

Proposition 2. CN(V) n 0(F) = 0(F).

Proposition 3. Ck(V) n 0(F) = 0(F), ifk >p(q - 2)/q. Hence

K<[p(q-2)/q] + 1.

Proposition 4. There exists f G 0(F) - 0(F) withf G Cq~2(V).

Corollary 2. q - 1 < « < [p(q - 2)/q] + 1.

One may easily find p and q such that q — 1 = [p(q — 2)/q] + 1, for instance

p = q + 1. On the other hand forp :» q, we have q — 1 < [p(q — 2)/q] + 1. For

the curve Zp = W, k = [p(q — 2)/ft] + 1, but for more general curves « might be

any of the values allowed in Corollary 2. In §§2-4, we will show that for the curve

t -^ (t4, t9), « = 5, but for the curve t -+ (t4, t9 + tXÙ), « = 3.
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2. It is easy to show that if F and V are two planar curves of multiplicity 2 and

with the same characteristic pair (p, 2), then F and V are analytically equivalent

and hence have the same « = 1 (by Corollary 3). So one need only study curves of

multiplicity > 3. We now show any such curve always has C ' weakly holomorphic

functions which are not holomorphic.

Proposition 5. If V is a planar curve of multiplicity q > 3, then « > 2.

Proof. We will give a weakly holomorphic function and its C ' extension by the

Whitney extension theorem. As usual, let

9(t) = (/*, t»u(t)),       u(t) = | a/,
Í-0

be the normalization of F

We begin by defining a sequence of integers (/,) as follows: set l0 = q and

assuming /,,..., lr chosen, let lr+x be the smallest integer I > lr such that a, ¥* 0

and / is not of the form / = S/_, a¡l¡ for any nonnegative integers a¡. We continue

until G.C.D.(/,, . . ., 4) = 1. Since 9 is a homeomorphism this process is finite. We

claim there is an integer c > max{/,} which is not of the form 2*_, a¡¡„ a¡ G N. Let

g = G.C.D. of /,,..., /*_,; note g > 2. Let (df) be the set of integers of the form

d = 2*~i' otjjlj, a¡j G N, arranged in ascending order and let m be the index such

that dm <lk < dm+x. Note that dJ+x - dj > g > 2 for ally. If lk ¥=dm+x - I, set

c = dm+x — I. Because 0 < c — lk < g, c has the required property. If lk = dm+x —

1, set c = dm+x + 1. Then c — lk = 2 and each /, > 3, so c has the required

property.

Then tc is weakly holomorphic on F, but not holomorphic since c is not in the

semigroup generated by the /,. To give a C1 extension of h(t) = tc we let

h¡ = hñ = hz = 0, and hw = ctc~p/(pu + tu'). This data satisfies the chain rules

ctc~x = qtq~\ + d^fu)^, and 0 = qtq~% + d^tpu)h^, so we need only check

the limit at the origin. We need to show that

hm    |(*c - tc) - (s"u(s) - tpu(t))hw(t)\ _

J™o \sq - tq\ + \spu(s) - tpu(t)\
s¥=t

Since /^(O) = 0, it is clear we may replace the top by just \sc — tc\. To prove this

limit is zero it is sufficient to prove the limit is zero along every sequence

(Sj, if —» (0, 0). By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that either s./t, or its

inverse approaches a complex number of norm < 1. Suppose sJtj —* X. Let

92(s, t) = (spu(s) - tpu(t))/ (s - t)

and for / > 1, let

^>í> = í7r17?=¿J',,_"1'is - ')        ,-0

In order to show the limit is zero, it suffices to show one of the following:

tA\ 1- &vVy)        n
(A) hm      /  \ = 0.
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(B) Ihn  #4 = 0.
y-oo   92(Sj,tj)

This requires a calculation. Because G.C.D.(/,) = 1, we have g,(l, a) ¥= 0 for

some i. Let lh be the smallest /, for which this is true. If h = 0, then we see (A)

holds:

ge(Sj,tj)      sj-tj   sf~x + •• ■ -M/-'

8,(sj>0      SJ~'J   sf-x+ ■■ ■ +tf~x

sf-q^Z¿(sJ/tf)i + T¡Z'sf-q-it¡-x

Wásj/tj)
q-\

0 • 2 V + 0
f-0

9-1

2 A' = 0.
; = 0

In any case, since lh < c, the above argument shows that

lim gc(sj, tj)/g,(sj, t) = 0

and, hence, to prove (A) or (B), it suffices to show either (A') or (B').

(A') lim,.^ glh(sj, tj)/gq(sp tf) is bounded.

(B') lim,.^ gk(Sj, tj)/92(sj, tf is bounded.

Let

Sj = tjkj = Xtj + tj(\j - X) = tj(X + £j),       e, -+0,   X¥=0.

sj - tj = tJ(X' -1)4- tJ(lX'- xej)uß,       Uj, -* 1    asy -* oo.

If Xq = 1 and (A') fails, then f/""*/*, -» oo. Hence e,z/~'» -> 0 for each / > q. But

»lisptj)-*,   2    akkXk-xujktk + tj'Sj,
l,<k<l„

Sj — 5, 5 t= 0. Hence 02(5,, z,) = 0(//*) and (B') holds.

Remark. Conversely if F is a planar curve with « > 2, then the multiplicity

q > 3. This follows from Corollary 2.

3. Now let us restrict our attention to the curve F in C2, Zp = IF*, p > q,

(p, q) = 1. Let A^ = vv^/z" and o = pp - qv; then ^(0(0) = Z°. We recall from

[3]:

Theorem 1. h^ G Cm(V) where

m Í [o/p], [o/p] <q - P,

[ Í- p+[(a-p(q- p))/q],     [o/p] > q - p.

Theorem 2. \, G Cm+x(V).

Corollary 3. For the curve Zp = Wq, « = [p(<? - 2)/q] + 1.

Proof. Apply Theorems 1 and 2 to wq~ x/z.

Now combining the statements of Corollaries 2 and 3, we see that over the class

of curves with one char pah (p, q), « is maximized at the curve Zp = W. However
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it is not strictly maximized: An elementary power series calculation shows that

t -» (t4, t5) and t -» (z4, t5 + t6) are not analytically equivalent. Corollary 2 shows

that for each of these curves « = 3. So analytically inequivalent curves with the

same characteristic pairs might have the same «. (More generally for any q > I,

t->(tq, tq+x) and t->(tq, tq+xu(t)), both have « = q - 1.) In order to find an

example of curves in C2, both with char pair (p, q) but with different « we must

pick q - 1 < [p(q - 2)/q] + 1. In particular, t -> (Z4, Z9) has « = 5 and t -> (t4, t9

+ z10) has K = 3.

4. Special examples. We will now show that for the curve t—*(t4, t9 + z10),

« < 4. It suffices to show that Z23 G C4(V).

Suppose Z23 has a C4 extension F to C2; then there exist continuous Fa = DaF

defined on C2 so that

*W- 2 ^^-fa(y) = o(\x-y\4).

Composing with x = 9(s),y = 9(t) and letting/„(j) = Fa(9(s)), fa(t) = Fa(9(t)), we

have that for each a,

/»-    2    {Hs) ~J{t)fUO - o(l*(') - «0I4-H).
|a + /8|<4 P-

In particular,

m- 2  {9{s) ~mm)ßfß«) - °(k4 - *T + k9 + *10 - t9 - tx°\>).
|P|<3 P-

Substituting s = ut, u2t, w3Z, where w is a primitive 4th root of unity yields

(E4) (.* - l)t° -   2    W"lf) " ^/„(O = *«27).

|/8|<3 P-

Fhst let us assume the Taylor series off at the origin is zero; then by the Taylor

remainder theorem,

/„(*) - T4-Mfa(x) = o(\x\4-W) = 0(Z16"4W).

In particular for any \a\ = 2,fa(t) = o(Z8) and for any |o| = 3,/0(Z) = o(t4). Hence

for

1/81 = 3,       (0(«'Z) - 9(t))%(t) = 0(Z27)0(Z4) = o(t3x);

(E5)
1^81=2,       (0(co'z) - 9(t))%(t) = 0(Z18)0(Z8) = 0(i"-5).

Substituting this into (E4) and considering just the fhst order terms:

(u'° - l)/23 -[(w91 - l)t9 + (co10' - l)f10]/3(z)

- [(5* - l)z> + (<ô10' - l)t'X0]f4(t) = 0(z25-5).

Letting / = 2, 3 as above:

U2-l\tl4_i «2- «2-

co3 - 1 + Z(w2 - 1)     w - 1 + z"(w2 - 1)

= „Zr>«5

h(l)

(t/t)9W)

o(tX65).
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This matrix is nonsingular as

I to2 - 1     co2 1
= -co(co2 - 1) * 0.

| to3 - 1       co — 1

Multiplying the equation by the inverse of the matrix:

,i«* - ("2 - 0"o(tX65) =

co + Z -Z

W)
9

co - 1 + t(u2 - 1)      1 - to2

1 - co3 + Z(l - co2)     co2 - 1

to2- 1

co- 1

,14

{ï/t)W)

,14

Z +Z co + t

W)

{i/tfW)
Hence

h(t) = tx\C\t + C2? + C3tt) + higher order terms H3,

where C, ^ 0, C2 ^ 0, C3 =^ 0 are constants, and //^(Z) = o(z16).

f4(t) = i23/z"9(c0 + qz' + c^z"2 + c;tt) + h4,

where C¿, C'x, C2, C3 are nonzero constants and H(t) = o(t16).

Now consider the second order Taylor series of f3:

Ms) - W) -[(s4- t4)gx(t) + (s4 - t4) g2(t)

+ (s9 + sxo -t9- txo)g3(t) + (s9 + sxo

+ 2nd order terms

= o(\9(s) - 9(t)\2).

i10)g4(0]

Restricting to the lines s = co2z, co3z, we have

(S--\)'Hco2- 1 co2- 1

1 + Z(w2 - 1)     co - 1 + z"(co2 - 1)

fe(0

ij/ifut)
= o(f).

Multiplying through by the inverse of the matrix:

g3(0t5t~

t +t

-co + Z

Z ('/O'*4(0
= o(f).

Hence

(E6)
g3(t) - Ct5t = o(t%       C^O,

g4(t) - C'txy? = o(f),       C * 0.

But g3 and g4 are both twice differentiate. For z" = 3, 4, g, - Tgg¡ = o(Z8), so

iï-T2g3=o(t6)    and    Z15/'"8 - r2g4 = o(f).
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Since the second order Taylor series is all monomials in Z4, z4, Z9 + txo, and

t9 + Z10, it is easily seen that neither t5t nor Z14//8 can be cancelled by the Taylor

series. Hence we have a contradiction.

Alternately we could apply the preceding argument to g4, i.e., g4(coZ) — g4(t) =

O((co - Oz9) by a first order Taylor estimate, but g4(coZ) - g4(t) = (co3 - l)/7 +

o(f) by the previous results (E6). This gives a contradiction.

In general, we do not have the Taylor series of / is zero, so we replace / by

h = f — Pf, where Pf is the partial Taylor series of / about the origin consisting of

an tne terms txon\ jwz, fwz, j^z, j^z, f^^, f^^, j^^, fwzz, fwz-, jw—, J^z, f^z¿, j^zz, Jwwz, J^^i,

fwwz> fww¡> fwwz> fw*i~> fwww> fwwñ> fwww> fwww- Let I be the set of multi-indices a

associated to the derivatives in the list. Note that f — Pf does not necessarily have

any z23 term because if fzww(0) =£ 0, it gives rise to a Z23 term which might cancel out

/. However h(t) is a polynomial in z and z. Note

(a) ord0 h < 23;

(b) for a G I, ha(0) = 0;

(c)for|«| = 2,Ä„(z)=0(z7-5);

(d) for all a,

(9(s) - 9(t)fK(s) -      2
I/3K4-H /*! W) = °(WJ) - 0(')I4-H);

(e) the initial terms of ha, a G I, are all distinct, and {rot(/ia)}„e/ are all distinct.

For a polynomial h in Z and Z, let ord h denote its order as a power series in Z and

Z. Let int h be the initial term of h as a power series in z and z. Let rot h be the

rotation of h, that is, the finite set of integers (z — y'}, one for each monomial t'P

with nonzero coefficient in the initial term of h, i.e. rot(t'tJ) = i — j.

Next consider the case where Pf has only one monomial t'P in its initial term.

Let r = rot(/z) mod 4, 0 < r < 3. Now the argument proceeds as before. We have

(u>2r-l\ÙL_l «2-l
Ico3'- l)  t9       Ico3- l + r(co2-

1

1)     co - 1 + z"(co2 - 1)

= o(ti+J~9+x/2).

h3(t)

{i/t)9h4(t)

Inverting the matrix, we get

0't>+J-*S) = -A-t'-9tJ -

t +t

Hi)
(i/tfh4(t)

where

A =

r= 1

-co + t

t

r = 3

-t

u + t

r = 2

-1"
-1

r =0

0
0

Previously we continued to work with /z3-now depending on r, we work with either

h3 or A4-whichever has odd rotation. By repeating the same argument we again

arrive at a contradiction.
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rot/i rot A, rot h4

Jwz* Jwz> Jwzz* Jwzzy Jwzz

Jww* Jww* Jwwz* Jwwz* Jwwz* Jwwz

Jwz* Jwz* Jwzz* Jwzz9 Jwzz

Jww* Jwwz* Jvwwz* Jwwz

Jwww* Jwww* Jwww* Jwww 1

The last row gives rise to terms of order > 23 so it can be forgotten in the

calculation. The second to last row has a slight extra problem-for instance

/w_ = t9P + t9ixo + tX0P + txotxo,

Z9/9 rotates itself away, but t9tx0 and tX0P have rotation 3 and 1 mod 4, respectively,

and the corresponding (h3, h4) have rotation (1,2) and (0, 1), respectively. So we

may work with either h3 or h4.

The general case where int PF has several monomials proceeds exactly as the

above argument. One simply introduces enough notation to keep track of the

various coefficients. The details are left to the reader.

5. Examples continued. We now improve the results in §4 to show that z23 g

C3( F) and, hence, by the remark of §3, that « = 3.

We assume z23 G C\ V) and argue to a contradiction. Let

h = Wl    h = (J/ifUt),     g, = ¿/_(z),

82 = W/t)lif^(t),        g3 = (t/tff^it).

We let co = i be our primitive 4th root of unity. Note that by a first order Taylor

series estimate restricted to the lines j = i't:

(E7) gfi't) - gj(t) = 0(t9)   fory = 1, 2, 3, / = 1, 2, 3.

Next, considering a 3rd order Taylor estimate of / restricted to the lines s = Z,

-t, -it and with z replaced by + it, throwing away the third order terms we have

1 + / + 2z~1 + i
-1 + i

-2/

1

-1

i +2z

- z + 2z
-2z

-2z
2 i
-4

1 + i + 2z
2¿

Mit)
Mit)

2 i
-2i
-4

2
2

+ 4

SAH)

82(H)

ftí'O

t9 = 0(tXi),

where the last matrix has been written modulo the ideal generated by z and Z.

Performing row operations, this becomes

2
0

+ 1

2
0
-1

h
Sa

+
2
0

-2i

4i + 2
4

-2i

-2/
0

+ 2/

8\
82

ft

Z9 = 0(tX5)
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where both the first and third matrices are written mod (Z, z). From the second row,

82(H) ~ 0(t6). Hence we have

(E8) g2(t) = 0(t%

Repeating this Taylor estimate with s = t, -t, it and Z replaced with -it, we have

,14

1 - i
-2i

-1 - i

1 + i + 2í
2/

-1  +  / + 2Z

I - i + 2t
-2/

-1 - 1 + 2z~

/3(-*)

Sa(-u)

2i -2i 2
-4 -4 4

-2i     2/      +2

ft(-'0
82(-it)

8Á-H)

where the last matrix is written mod (Z, t). Performing row operations yields

ft
82

83

,14 +

0 2
-1 1

0     0

S3

Sa
+

2      4-4/    2/
-2/       -2/       2/
2 4 0

t9 = 0(tXi),

t9 = 0(z15).

Hence gx(-it) + g2(-it) = 0(t6). By (E8) and (E7), we have

(E9) gx(t) = 0(t6).

Again restrict the Taylor estimate to s = t, it, -it with z replaced by -z, giving

2
1 - i
1 + z

2 + 2z    2 + 2z
1 + /      1 - j
1-1        1 + i

/3(-0

/4(-0

+
4

2;
-2i

4      4
-2/    2
2i      2

«.(-0
ft(-0
ft(-0

Í9 = 0(Z15),

where the last matrix is written mod (t, t). Performing row operations, we have

= 0(txs).
2

-4

0

2/      2
0      -4
0      0

2/ - 2    2-2/    2 + 2/
8/ -8 0

2/ -1-1 1

ft

ft
83

Hence

(2/ - l)g,(-z) - g2(-t) + g3(-t) = 0(t6).

By (E7)-(E9), we have

(E10) g3(t) = 0(t6).

By (E8)-(E10), we can find a 3 X 3 matrix A with entries being polynomials in z

and Z such that A mod (Z, t) = I and

ft
ft

= 0(t%
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Since A has entries in C{Z, Z}, the local ring of convergent power series, A has an

inverse matrix. Multiplying by A ~ ', we have

(EH) Eachg,.(') = G>(/6).

Finally restrict a 3rd order Taylor series of/to the lines s = it, -t, -it to give

-/ - 1
-2

i - 1

+
/ - 1 - 2z

-2

-/ - 1 - 2z ;

1 — 1 — 2/
-2

1 -it

f3(t)

Sa(0

+
-2/
4
2/

2/     2
4      4

-2/    2

ft(0
ft(0

ft(0

z9 = e>(/15).

By row operations, we get

-2
-1

1

+
0 -2/

-1

0

S3
+ f

4/ - 2    2/
2 2
1 0

ft
ft
ft

= 0(/15).

Hence

'14 + '9[ft(0 + ft(0] = o(/15).

By (Ell), we have z14 = 0(tX5). This is a contradiction.

6. It seems quite natural to ask what « is for the more general curve (Z4, t9 +

ctxo), c a nonzero constant, i.e. the generic projection into C2 of the space curve

(z4, Z9, z10). By this point I am sure the reader would prefer that the details be

suppressed. For c ¥= i, -i, or -1, k = 3 as shown by the method of §5. However, for

c = /, -/, or -1, the calculation of §5 fails, but the method of §4 shows that k < 4.

In fact for these three values of c, k = 4. The proof of the inequality k > 4 will not

be given here; the existence of the required extension of z23 to & can be

demonstrated by using the Whitney extension theorem [15].

Also one may consider space curves and ask what « is for the curve W in C3

given by (Z4, Z9, Z10). Since [3, Theorem 5] « < the conductor number of the curve,

i.e. the smallest integer n such that ideal(sing JV)më(W) c 0(1F), we see that

« < 4. Since z15 G 0(rF) - G(W), and by Theorem 1, Z15 on the curve (Z4, Z9) has

a C1 extension, it follows that it has a C1 extension on the curve (t4, t9, txo). Hence

k > 2 for the curve (z4, Z9, Z10). The author has not determined precisely what value

« has for the curve (Z4, Z9, z10), only that 2 < « < 4.

It is natural to try to relate « of the space curve (Z4, Z9, z10) and « of its generic

projection (z4, t9 + ctl(>). With this goal in view we introduce the following defini-

tion of tangent space of an analytic variety with respect to C* functions.

Definition. Let F be a germ of an analytic variety in C and /( V, Ck) the ideal

of all germs of C* functions vanishing on V. Let

T(V,Ck) = la EC" >2„ 0 = 2 ft# + ft^  for all/ G I( V, Ck)
,_,     dz, dz.
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Clearly T(V, Ck) is a real vector space but not a priori a complex vector space;

T(V, Ck) is easily seen to be the tangent space to the smallest Ck manifold

containing V. Clearly

T(V, Ck) G T(V, Ck+X) c . . . C T(V, C°°) = T(V, 0).

Also T(V, Cx) is a complex vectorspace [6], and if F is singular [4], then

dimT(F, C1) > dim F

Proposition 6. Let V be an irreducible complex analytic curve in C, let II:

C ^C2 be a linear projection transversal to T(V, Ck), i.e. n_1(0) n T(V, Ck) =

{0}, where k = k(JI(F)). Then k(U(V)) > «(F).

Proof. It suffices to let h G 0(F) n Cc(n(K)) and show h G 0(F). Now the

projection IT induces maps 0 (II( F)) -> 0 (F), 0(TI(F)) -* 0(F), C*(n(F))^

Ck(V). It is clear that ©(TI(F)) = 0(F) since both F and n(F) are irreducible

curves. Since n is transversal to T(V, Ck), we also get an equality C*(I1(F)) =
Ck(V). So

h g 0(F) n c*wy»(v)^hG 0(n(F)) n cKW»(n(F))

= 0(n(F))=>zz G 0(F).

Unfortunately this result, while it does shed some light on the general question,

does not help us with our particular example because in [5, Example 2], we showed

that T((t4, t9, z10), C2) = C3, so any projection IT: C3->C2 cannot possibly be

transversal to the tangent spaces in question.
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